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Abstract
The marine scientific data has the characteristics like grid form, multiple dimensions, and geographic information included. There
exists strong semantic and grammar heterogeneity among different types of marine data. So this paper studies and develops the
technologies in marine data sharing platform to solve above problems. It proposes a managing and sharing scheme for marine data
processing based on distributed computing technology. The scheme adopts parallel and distributed computing technology, Linux
cluster technology to process the marine data in Hadoop distributed platform. The technologies of HDFS distributed file system;
Map/Reduce parallel computing programming model and Hbase are also used. Then we provide the design of key modules by
programming and the distributed system managing of the cloud platform, to offers a data managing and sharing platform with high
reliability and stability. Finally the tests verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed platform.
Keywords: Marine data; NetCDF; Hbase; parallel loading; Hadoop

1 Introduction

uses cloud computing technology to improve the service
pattern of current users in college libraries, to improve the
service quality and resources utilization of libraries. In
literature [8], the author adopts the idea and techniques of
cloud computing to establish information resources valueadded utilization model; In literature [9], in order to improve the information resources sharing capability of the
universities, the author takes cloud computing technology
to establish a cloud computing project for university
database sharing. In literature [10], the author app-lies
cloud computing technology to establish police intelligence
data sharing cloud for public security information system.
However, at present, there are few related researches of
scientific data sharing platform under cloud computing
environments. The similar framework technologies for data
sharing platform are also rare. In order to Contra posing to
these problems, this paper studies and designs a processing
cloud platform framework structure for marine data and
initially establishes a Hadoop-based large-scale data storage cloud platform. It also provides a constructing project
of data processing platform for marine surveying data to
offer a parallel data mining result and analysis of marine
resources, with massive data storage, analysis, processing,
mining, highly providing performance and strong reliability. Therefore, it can perform parallel mining and usable
mining massive marine resources data in the cloud platform for marine data processing, to provide full sharing of
data in marine resources environment. The rest of paper is
organized as follows: section 2 presents the overall structure of marine data sharing and managing platform. Section 3 describes the function design of key modules. Section 4 tests the performance of our system by analysis on
the implementation. Section 5 offers the conclusions and
directions for future research.

With the development of Web service, ontology, and semantic web technology, there emerges more and more data
sharing methods to solve the problems in marine [1,2].
However, due to the specialty of marine application, it is
very difficult to realize data sharing of marine field. In
order to reach the purpose of resources sharing and extracting the needed information from massive data, the problem of scientific data sharing must be solved first. In recent
20 years, people have greatly studied the schemes in data
sharing. They put forward many solutions and systematic
structures of data sharing technology [3-5]. Many successful scientific data sharing platforms are established.
From some literatures we find that the cloud computing
technology is initially adopted for large-scale data processing. Under the cloud computing environment, the modes
of releasing and use of network resources will be unified as
service. Any usable information resources in this environment will exist as service and the users make use of these
resources with pay on demand [6]. Thus, these autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed information resources
need to be managed uniformly. The physical location and
detailed information of information resources will be shielded. It is significant to establish the platform of marine
surveying data share and develop corresponding decision
support system, to utilize advanced cloud computing technology for the construction of scientific data sharing
platform, and interoperability management of marine resources database. Besides, it is also necessary to develop,
reconstruct decision-making the support system and application software of other businesses and offer basic infrastructure of interoperability service and powerful technology support. For instance, in literature [7], the author
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2 Overall Architecture Design

2.2 FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK
The whole system is divided into three layers from the
perspective of system function. Its framework is depicted
in figure. Data access layer lies in the bottom of the whole
functional framework. Its function is the non-isomerization
of various data source, shielding different types of data and
offering more effective access function to database. When
processing massive marine data, since the data complexity
cause that the data have different types and structures, it is
hard to save and read the data effectively. Only by data
transformation and process at this layer, the heterogeneity
can be removed when accessing various databases. The
platform system can meet the demand for processing and
storing of marine massive data by such mode, so the platform system is easier to be managed and deployed and it
has stronger expansibility and better completeness.
The data processing layer lies in the second layer of the
whole functional framework. This layer adopts parallel
distributed database technology, Map/Reduce parallel
programming calculation technology, Linux cluster
processing technology, etc. The main function is processing in parallel, load and storing marine massive scientific
data. The process of this layer is: first, the massive data is
parallel processed. Then, the processed data results are
efficiently stored in distributed database of this platform
system and by database access layer. This layer also provides the management support to guarantee normal
operation of the platform system. The service application
layer lies at the top of the whole functional framework. It is
made up by the algorithm library-based API and usersbased GUI interface.

2.1 NETWORK STRUCTURE
The network structure of marine surveying data cloud
platform is shown as figure 1. From figure 1, we can see
that the bottom layers are different types of users such as
the government branches including oceanic bureau, weather bureau, etc. There are some related organizations, institutions and common users. They are all connected to the
platform by public network and provide services offered
by the platform. The upper layer is cloud storage platform
system. Its structure contains the hardware configurations
such as database server, interconnection equipment, application server and the software configurations deployed in
this system. The hardware configuration, like database server and application server, can be distributed in differrent
regions or deployed in the same region. There are two
aspects to be considered during the design of our platform:
on one hand, the processing capacity of large-scale massive marine scientific data will constantly increase with
time; on the other hand, the application requirement of
platform system users will cause complicated change.
Thus, during the deployment and operation of platform
system, it is convenient to transparently extend hardware
and software for users, but users will not notice these changing extensions. The platform system also takes into
account rational process on the relationship between current relational database system and the system. By rational
allocation and process of non-isomerization, they can be
integrated together to provide calculation storage [11]
service for users, which further extends the data processing
function. Furthermore, it can conveniently manage stored
data of massive marine surveying data so that these data
can exert their application values.

The first layer
User GUI interface

Algorithm Library API

System management
module

Data dictionary module

Parallel loading
storage module

Parallel querying module

Business application layer

……
Web server

Application server

Backup server

Database server

The second layer

Backup and recovery module
Data processing layer

Hadoop-based marine data cloud storage platform

The third layer
Database access engine

Database access engine

……

Database access engine

Database access layer
user
Commom user

FIGURE 2 The framework of platform system

Relative organization or institute

3 Design and Implementation of Key Functions

Oceanic

According to the functional design of the platform in this
paper, the primary part of the system is data processing
layer. During the implementation of data processing layer,
the parallel loading memory module becomes the core of
the whole platform. Since Hadoop distribution technology

Bureau of Meteorology

FIGURE 1 The overall topology of system
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provides the data storage and processing model and method, we use Hadoop distributed computing model to process the massive source data [12]. Then Hbase distributed
database is used to store the processed data, to provide the
sharing and managing of massive marine data.

3.1 PARALLER LOADING MEMORY MODULE
One of the important kernel modules of this platform is the
parallel loading memory module. It includes the functions
like loading, processing and massive amounts of data storing. The flow chart of this module is shown in figure 3:

begin
Map
Data loading
Combine/Partition

NetCDF data extraction

NON-NetCDF data extraction
Reduce

Extraction finished
Hbase parallel storage

Processing finished

Hadoop platform processing

End

FIGURE 3 flow chart of parallel loading storage module

The NetCDF metadata extraction is the basis and
premise of other service. It uses XML grammar structure
to describe the NetCDF files and it can extract the elements
in NetCDF files such as dimension, scalar quantity and
attribute etc. To be transmitted in the network better,
NetCDF files need to extract metadata as semi structured
texts. When it is processed it will be described as XMLtype data, for convenient transmission and usage. The data
extraction function of NetCDF is extracting the elements in
NetCDF and uses XML language to describe the NetCDF
files. So the data with NetCDF format can be transmitted
in the environment like SOA and grid. We use NetCDF
class to depict one NetCDF file and each NetCDF file contains multiple dimensions, variables and attributes. Each
variable has its own variable attributes to describe the
content including variable function or units of measurement. The variables and attributes also include the information of storage types. The implementation of NetCDF
metadata is depicted in figure 4.

source, target location, data transformation field, incremental field, parallelism, etc. The choices of user are mapped to the internal Hbased oriented ETL components configuration interface as shown in table 1. This configure file
denote the choice demand for users. When the program is
executed it read the target tables as input of Map. In this
paper we need to Reduce because the relationship among
the table contents is determined and further integration is
also unnecessary.

3.2 HBASE ORIENTED ETL COMPONENTS
The Hbase oriented ETL components are used to operate
ETL of Hbsed internal tables. When Hadoop and Hbase
start up, the data in original table will be transformed as
given rules. The converted data are saved in new Hbase
tables for sequent algorithms and processing. As is shown
in figure 5, in the ETL component flow, the users choose a
series of parameters at the interface layer, such as data

FIGURE 4 Description of implementation structure
with NetCDF metadata
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TABLE 1

Hbase oriented ETL interface
Information publishing management

Parameter
function

Input

Name

type

Inputtable

string

Inputcolumns

string

Rowrule

string

Outtable

string

outputcolumns

string

output

Value range

method

Name of input
table
Row name of
Hbase
Generated rules
of key and value
in each line
Name of output
table
Output row of
Hbase

run()
Information upload and
publish module

run()

Information adding, deleting
and modifying module

Information retrieval
module

run()

FIGURE 6 Composition of information releasing

run()

Module
In this figure, the information uploading function will
update and release the marine data; information audit
module will check the information to be released; the
adding, deleting and modifying module are in charge of the
information management; information retrieval module
will retrieve the information according to given conditions.
In specific programming the codes are encapsulated which
only provide external interface. The packages are separated
by class so the function of each packet is definitude. Our
module establishes 5 kinds of packets of different use as
shown in the following figure:

run()

The Hbased oriented ETL components contains
DataETL interface, HbaseETL class, HbaseETLMapper
class, HbaseETLServer ckass, HbaseETLClient class and
ETL Serverclass. HbaseETL class provides DataETL
interface and has dependencies with HbaseETLMapper;
HbaseETLServer inherits HbaseETLServer and it calls
HbaseETL class; HbaseETLClient class calls HbaseETL
class.
Begin

End

Use Oracle oriented ETL
components in ETL module

Write the final results to Hbase

Choose a data connection and
extract the wanted fields from it

Integrate the rowkey of Map and
make rules conversion

Choose a Hbase-type data connection
Choose a Hbase sheet as the storage
position of ETL

Information classification
review module

Map read the extracted data of Hbase in block

FIGURE 7 The package of information release management module
For each selected field in the data
sources, choose a data transformation
rule to map the target storage table to
corresponding field

Select incremental field from data sources

Set the number of Map and Reduce

Com.mycompany.news.dao provides the external
interface class; Com.mycompany.news.dao.impl contains
the specific implementation of interface class;
Com.mycompany.news.dto contains javaBean classes and
Com.mycompany.news.service contains the service class.
They integrate the operation
class together;
Com.mycompany.news.servlet contains specific operation
classes. Part of the class interfaces in releasing function
module is shown as follows:

Configure corresponding Map-Reduce parameters

Extract data from Hbase to generate a sheet

Set Hbase parameter by configuration

Public void addnews (news news)
throws Exception ; // Adding news
information
Public void updatenews (news news)
throws Exception ; // Modifying news
information
Public voiddeletenews (news news)
throws Exception ; // Deleting news
information
Public List listAllnews () throws
Exception ; // listing allt he news
information
Public List listnews (news
newscondition),
Int curpage, int perpage throws
Execption; //Combination of
conditions query

Background operation

Choose one of the exception handling
modes from halting, abadoning and log
outputting

User operation

Component attribute editor

System response and interface display

FIGURE 5 Hbase oriented ETL component flow

3.3 INFORMATION RELEASING MANAGEMENT
The marine surveying data platform can release the marine
information in time to provide users expedition
observations for browse and utilization. The releasing
management module is in charge of the data maintenance
and management. The components are depicted as figure 6.
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3.4 BACKUP AND RECOVERY MANAGEMENT

node of all these three types. Therefore, the whole cluster
can read and recover data from another copy, which will
not influence the reliability and availability of data.

HDFS save each file as a series of data block and the default size is 64MB. We adopt the strategy of rack perception, that is, NameNode can determine each rack of DataNode in every platform. It brings high availability and
reliability to the data, improving the efficiency of network
width greatly. All the data blocks have duplicates so it can
provide fault tolerance for backup and recovery. The strategy of duplications storing assume there are three copy
factors. Each file has 3 copies while the rack nodes are
divided into three types: the first is the node on local rack;
the second is different nodes on the same rack; the third is
the node on different racks. There is a file copy for each

4 System Test Results
According to the functional analysis and framework design
of data on cloud platform of marine surveying data, this
paper initially provides the storing and releasing function.
It is a reliable and highly stable storage platform. The
operational effect of platform is shown as figure 8(a) and
the processing interface of platform data is shown as figure
8(b).

(a) Information releasing platform

(b) Data processing platform

FIGURE 8 Rendering results of information and data processing

To calculating the highest temperature data of marine
within certain time, our using dataset is the meteorological
data from national meteorological data center NCDC. The
test contents are:
(1) When the data quantity keeps unchanged, the data processing efficiency of platform framework structure project and platform stability in this paper are stable with
the change of processing node numbers.
(2) When the processing nodes number keeps unchanged,
Table 1

the data processing efficiency of platform framework
structure and platform stability in this paper are tested
to testify the effect and feasibility of platform, with
changing quantity of data.
The first test is performed with unchanged data quantity and increasing processing node number. The test results are shown as table 1; The second test is performed
with unchanged processing node number and increasing
data quantity. The test results are shown as table 2.

Test results of the first experiment

Group

Data size

Single time-consuming

Hadoop cluster time-consuming

1

5G

340s

256s

94s

2

10G

668s

421s

247s

3

15G

1014s

723s

291s

4

20G

1354s

936s

418s

5

40G

2731s

1632s

1069s

Table 2

Saved time

Test results of the second experiment

Node number

Data quantity

Maps

Reduces

Running time

Stability

4

10G

80

4

8

Normal

4

15 G

120

4

12

Normal

4

20 G

160

4

18

Normal

4

50G

200

4

25

Normal
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On the basis of above test results, at first, under the
condition that data quantity is defined, the processing
efficiency of system platform will be also improved with
increasing processing nodes. Meanwhile, it is not abnormal
during operating so the system platform has stronger
stability. With certain number of nodes and increasing data
quantity, the system platform keeps higher processing
efficiency. Meanwhile, there is not abnormal during
operating so system platform has stronger stability. Therefore, the implementation results and operational test results
of platform system module show that our system has
strong expansibility and is easy for maintenance. The
research design method and technological development
route are effective and feasible. Meanwhile, the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed platform framework are
also verified.
Next, when Hadoop cluster is processing the information, under the condition that data size is constantly
increasing, the time consumption of Hadoop cluster processing will be much less than by single machine. With
constantly increasing data, the time for data process of
single machine will basically be in the state of linear increase. However, when the distributed Hadoop cluster is
TABLE 3

processing larger and larger data, the processing time
increase will be relatively slow. When processing massive
data such as data in oracle, the advantage of Hadoop
cluster will be more obvious than single machine processing. From contrast of above experiment data, we can
arrive at this conclusion. Hadoop system which is
introduced from massive data processes actually improves
the processing efficiency. Meanwhile, the idea of MapReduc is used to extract corresponding <key,value>. This
processing method accords with features of mass web journals, complicated structure and difficult understanding.
With the increasing quantity of data, Hadoop cluster will
fully play its part in its distributed calculation and the time
consumption is relatively less.
Finally, previous marine scientific data platform uses
more technologies like traditional parallel calculation,
distributed calculation, etc. Relational database technology
is used to process storage data. Therefore, calculation and
storage resources are expensively allocated, processing
efficiency is inefficient and reliability cannot be guaranteed, etc. Table 3 shows the comparison results between
cloud platform system in this paper and current marine
scientific data platform.

Comparison of cloud-based platform in this paper with past marine data storage system

Characteristic classes

Traditional marine data managing platforms

Hadoop-based data managing platform

Design idea

Data sharing and high performance computing

General computing and storage

Component

Advanced computers

Cheap computers

Function

Single

Rich and scalable

Performance

Low efficiency

High efficiency and reliability

Capacity

Variable but limited

On demand

Resource

Non-virtualized

virtualized

Application type

Scientific computation

Data processing

In summary we can see that the cloud platform system
in this paper mainly adopts Hadoop distributed technology
to process massive marine data and it can reach the object
of efficient managing and storing. Meanwhile, for R & D
personnel’s, the program is easily realized without tedious
programming.

distributed platform and HDFS distributed file system,
Map/Reduce parallel computing model and HBase
database technology as the major basis. By means of tests
on lots of common computers with the construction of the
platform in this paper, it is found that this project meets the
demand for efficient storage and management for massive
marine scientific data. In addition, this system has perfect
expansibility and it is easy for maintenance. Therefore, the
technical route and design method adopted by us are
effective and feasible.

5 Conclusion
This paper designs and develops a Hadoop-based platform
for massive marine data processing. It adopts Linux
cluster, parallel distributed database technology, Hadoop
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